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Vote For New Name - June 2nd & 3rd
Two Booths T·o Be Open
All Day Thursday, Friday

'China' To Be
Shown Today

"China," a motion picture filmed
On Thursday, June 2, and Friday, June 3, students and faculty will
and recorded by the noted author
have ·an opportunity to exprnss their preferences for a new name for
Felix Greene will be presented in
Illinois Teachers College Chicago-North. Voting booths will be located
the auditorium on June 2.
by the auditorium for students and the administr;ition building for fa cMr. Greene toured China and for
ulty. These booths will be manned by members of the Student Senate
a period of four months compiled
and the INTERIM. All students and faculty members l!re invited to
the data that was used for the film .
vote for the name they like the best.
The m ain purpose of the widely
The three names that receive the most votes will be given to our
acclaimed film was , "not so much
administration. These names will be submHted to the Illinois State
the political aspects of China (alLegislature, and the legislatur e will make the fin al choice.
though in one sense, of course, anything about China has its political
President Sachs hopes that all students will partake in this task.
connotations) but to get as much
Student r esponse to the INTERIM's r equest for names was very
on film as possible which would
good. We are including their suggestions in the following list of possible
show the day-to-day life of the Chinames. The names on the list are given with the title of college ; as our
nese people." Mr. Greene felt that
school continues to grow it is probable that we will become a university,
this was necessary since "we tend
All of these names will be on the ballot.
today to see other people too exclusively in terms of their poliBryn Mawr State College
John F. Kennedy College
tics and too little of them as felChicago City College
J . F. Kennedy College
low human beings ."
Chicago Illinois State College
Lakeside State College
All students and faculty are inChicago Lakeside College
Lakeside Metropolitan College
Chicago Metropolitan College
vited to view the film in the audiLincoln College
torium , June 2, at: 9:55 a.m. , 11:00
Chicago Michiana State College
Lincoln State College
The time is draw ing closer for Miss ITCC-N, Janice Hersh. Miss
a.m., 12:55 p .m. , 2:00 p.m . and 3:10
Chicago North College
Midcity College
Hersh who wa s crowned November 24, 1965 will represent
Chicago's North College
p.m.
Midwest State College
our school in the Miss Illinois contest this July. The winner of
b the Nl)vember 17, 1965 issue
Chicago Northern State College
Midwest Illinois College
the M iss Illinois Pagea.nt will be eligible for tihe Miss America
of INTERIM, this m ovie was reChicago 1 orthside College
Midwester n State College
Pageant.
Chicago Northwest College
viewed. We repeat our former reMidwestern College
view to emphasize the impact ot r - - -- - - - - - - -- - - - - - -- - - -- -------' Chicago State College
College of the Midwest
Chicago Urban City College
"China's" message:
Metropolitan City College
Chucago Urban College
'Metropolitan College of Illinois
MOVIE REVIEW:
City College of Chicago
College of North Chicago
"CHINA"
Cook College
North Chicago College
by Charlotte Frost
Cook State College
Northeast Illinois College
Dearborn College
Northeast Illinois State College
" China'' is right out of the draThe 15th trimesterly student sen- Chaired by Dean Hirshman , and
Dearborn State College
Northeastern College at Chicago
gon's m outh!
ate held its first meeting on May membered by Dallas Browne,
Fort Dearborn College
Northeastern Chicago College
This documentary film is a day- 12. Back to wage the good fight Steve Green , and two fa culty memNorthern Chicago State College
Fort Dearborn Illinois State Colto-day report oi Communist China were three officers and six sena- bers; it is to them we owe the
Northside College
and her people, filmed by 1<'elix tors. At the meeting it was affirmed speed and efficiency with which lege.
Northwest Chicago College
Fort Dearborn State College
Greene. Mr. Green spent four that the sen~te would continue to this election was conducted. AnothNorthwest Chicago State College
Great Lake College
months wandering about China operate under the old constitution er meeting was called for the folGreater Chicago State College
P r airie State College
filming and r ecording this work. until the new one is completed and lowing Tuesday to amend the
Prairie College
Greater
Illinois
State
College
You may wonder whether parts presented to the student body for constitution to allow the committee
Great Lakes State College
Carl A. Sandburg State College
were staged or omitted; you m ay approval. Since the ranks of the time to dispense election informaIllinois Metropolitan College
Car l A. Sandburg College
be skeptical of underlying propa- senate were considerably thinned, tion.
Illinois
State
College
Sauganash
College in Chicago
ganda ; nevertheless, you wi!l find due to the fact that this is a sumPresent Tuesday were all the
Illinois State College at ( of)
A. Stevenson State College
"China" informative and enter- mer trimester, nine new members senators plus an additional three
Chicago
Adlai E . Stevenson State College
taining.
would be appointed to senatorial who were swiftly accepted to the
Illinois
State
College
Chicago
Adlai Stevenson College
The photography is excellent. positions until the coming electi9ns. r anks.
Bryn Mawr Campus
Stevenson State College
Color ful pageantry, scenery and This would permit the senate legal
After a slight discussion about
Stevenson College
quiet charm combine in artistic oper ation under the "quorum" rul- the matter of an amendment set- . Illinois State College of Gre ater
Chicago
State College of (at) Chicago
for mat . But, beneath the surface ing as adapted fro m Robert's Rules ting the election date to the first
Illinois
North
Chicago
College
State College of Chicago (Illinois)
lies the impact of potentiality. We of Order.
week of June for this one election
Iriquois College
Upper Illinois State College
glimpse a society unified and reIn order to call a quor um there the motion passed unanim ously.
inforced by a long, continuous cul- has to be two-thirds of the senate
Reports from the Activities comture. We see latent fo rces channeled body pr esent. The senate needed at mittee stated only three clubs
into action. We sense a change iI1 least 15 members of the 20 the con- failed to present their charters for
philosophy and a new source of
stituticn called for. (15-9-6 )
review. These were the only clubs Those who have looked in on the say, " I can't, it interferes with my
strength.
The following six were named: ineligible for fu nd s from th e fin- music listening room recently have schedule."
"China" is a r are opportunity to
Dallas Browne , a man well known ance boa rd which met on th e noticed something different. There
look in on these people apart from
as a worker. And in the sense that 25th of May . This meeting closed is a r egular schedule , for a change;
The music room is taking the
their political setting. "China" conhe represents the first graduate ...w_it_h_ou_t_in_c_id_e_n_t_a_t_l_O_:4_o_a._m_._--i any day of the week the music step from a mere listening room to
veys her awakening : it prompts
room is open from s a. m. till 4 a full-fledged music library. New
our awareness. You m ay view it student to participate in our student
government
,
a
precedent
has
p. m. , with the exception of the phonographic equipment has been
with skeptism - you may view it
been
set
for
other
"grads"
to
par·
\f
noon
hour. The difference is Mr. purchased , all stereophonic. Some
with mixed emotions - but you canticipate in school affairs. Also ap·
Browne, the new full-time, one-man 500 records will be purchased ,
not view it without feeling the dypointed to fill out terms were
Students are reminded that Fri- staff there. On result of this is that bringing the total number to 1,000,
namics of a new China in the makol
Marsha
Chernow,
Andy
F
altum
,
day,
June 10 is the fin al date for students assigned to listen to cer- including the complete works of
ing!
P aul Nesterwicz, Al Gagnon, ana dropping courses in the sixteen lain recordings will not be able to all the important composers. DurNora McGuff. When Miss McGuff week tr imester. After that date and
ing the summer tape-recording
was questioned as to affiliation through the first 12 w eeks of the - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . equipment will be installed, so that
with the sorority she r eplied : "I'm trimester students may withdraw forms in the registrar's office , or a this fall record assignments can
just an interested student. " She re- from the college, but may not drop letter notifying the office of the be taped and played to large
ceived an ovation from the senate. part of their program's. During the student 's intentions. Simply ceas- groups , language-lab style. This
A new election board was set up last four weeks o'i the trimester ing to attend a class , or notifying summer there will be some confuto r eplace the one decimated by withdrawal is not permitted under the instructor does not constitute sion due to the transformation , but
departure for the summer of those any circumstances. Official with- an official withdrawal , and will re- by September this metamorphosis
..,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . previously placed in this positio~. drawal requires the completion of suit in a final grade of F .
should be complete.

Senate Report

Ranks Met Without Incident

Music Library Nears Completion

V

"China"
Shown In
Auditorium Today

'7\ /
ofice
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ITCC-N Member Of UREHE

'Innovation In Higher Ed. '
Conference Held
by Herb Nestler

On May 19-23, 1966, a 'conference was held in Boston, Massach11setts, which addreIJed itself to "Innovation in Hightr Education." Herb
Nestler, student representative from ITCC-N, has submiJJed the following report of that conference.

The conference was held by the Unil)n for Research and Experimentation in Higher Education, ~1hich holds regular meetings to discuss
the problems of higher education. ITCC-N is one of the ten members
of UREHE. The ·other participants from ITCC-N were Dr. Charles
Stamps (co-ordinator), Dr. Harold Berlinger, Dr. Bruce Kirk, Mr.
Stanley Newman, Mr. Lee Segedin, and President Sachs.
Dr. Goodwin Watson, professor at Newark State College outlined
two primary problems as those requiring innovations: ( 1) the greatly
increasing number of students wanting and needing a college education,
and (2) the tragic lack of ability to teach certain kinds of students.
There were general lectures and panel discussions during the mornings and evenings on such to9ics as, "New Colleges, Planned arid Underway,'' "Innovation - How Does It Happer?"; "The Student and
Higher Education" (student panel); and demonstrations of educational
TV and computer-assisted instruciton. There were also afternoon workshop sessions in which groups r,f abou_t twenty people participated.
ITCC-N participated in a workshop with Monteith College ( an
experimental college of Wayne
State University, Detroit) discussing education for the culturally
deprived. Out of this came a suggested program for our college,
viz., that high-school juniors and
seniors from the inner-city come
to the college during the summer
for a variety of enrichment activities. It is hoped that such experience might enable many of them
to go on to college who might not
have otherwise been able to do so.
Some interesting ideas came
from the Conference General Sessions. Among these was an idea
expressed by Dr. Goodwin Watson
as he spoke about experimental
schools. He described schools such
as ITCC-N as "self-renewing institutions." We have all seen
seen changes in the school's policy. We have seen several major
curriculum revisions, and every
time these occur some consider it the failure of a college program. Dr. Watson suggested that
a school which has the spirit of
experimentation must make changes. The process involves evaluation, research and development.
Further, it was the opinion of the
speaker that students should be involved in all phases of the operation .
Assumed in Dr. Watson's statement was the belief that no one
has the ultimate utopian plan for
education. Rather, he feels we
must spend our energies learning
from the successes and failures of
our programs and curricula - and
producing, in Dr. Watson's words,
"successive approximations." Such
a "self - renewing institution"
changes frequently, but never haphazardly.
I would just like to mention a
few of the various experiments being tried by dedicated educators
across the country. Dr. Joseph
Tussman described the Experimental College at the University of
California. Berkeley, in which

MiJler Analogies
Test To Be Given
The Miller Analogies Test is required of all students who have applied for or been admitted to a
Master's Degree Program at ITCCN. If the student has alr.eady been
admitted. it is expected that the
test will ha,•e been taken by the
time the student has completed no
more than six hours of course work
in the degree sequen~e.
The test will be administered~
Date: Wednesday. June 1, 1966

there are no grades. and no courses. Students get together in lounge
and study areas to discuss assigned real-life "problems." The
student's entire college program,
however, requires him to meet a
professor for two hours a week and
turn in analysis papers!
At S a r a h Lawrence College
(their student representative, Janice Dail explained) there are no
required courses. Your advisor will
attempt to steer you toward a
healthy balance of academic work,
but you must cope with what you
hope to gain from education.
At San Francisco State College,
students get together to hold courses themselves. They are responsible then for getting faculty, after
a trial period, to approve the
Cl}Urse syllabus.
Many colleges noted the success
of a plan which permitted students
to register for one course per semt!ster which would not affect
their grade point average. If you
wanted to try a course outside of
your area of concentration, you
could register for it on a pass-fail
basis.
Finally, every college which reported that students were playing
a vital part in determining their
education, also reported that there
were not separate faculty and student committees. All committees
Ceven those dealing with the hiring
and firing of faculty) had student
as well as faculty representation.
It seems to me that a great degree· of freedom is available for
the student to shape and participate in the process of his own education. It is regrettable for students to be so unconcern8'l about
education so as to do nothign about
it. But, it is stupidity for future
teachers to not play an active role
in their own education. I am afraid
that students of ITCC-N have a
long way to go in making their
education as dynamic and controversial as that at San Francisco
State or Antioch.
Thursday, June 2, 1966
Time: 4:30
Place : Little Theater
Fee: $5:00 payable at the time
and place of the test.
Time required: Approximately
two hours.
Reservations : Only 50 persons
can be accommodated on each
test date. Make your reservation as early as possible by
calling the Graduate Office (JU
3-4050. Ext. 263l between 3:00
and 4:30 p.m. any afternoon
Monday through Friday,

Thursday, June 2, 1966

Dean's List An11ounced
High Honors
Judith Ackerman
Frances Amadeo
Babette Baker
Lvnne Baldowskv
Gall Barazanl
Joseph Barthel
Edwina Bean
Carol Bendick
Patricia Bensen
Hershel! Berg
Chervl Bernstein
Rise Blumenthal
Miriam Bollweg
Ann Brachman
Marlene Bramson
Thomas Brellman
Beverly Brody
Amv Bunce
Kenneth Carc,erano
John Catalano
Pamela Chapman
Lawrence Chase
Margaret Clark
Donna Cohen
Phvvlllc De Lueach
Barbara Deane
KathlHn Deane
Andrew Faltum
Helen Feinhandler
Marilla Feld
Pauline Feldman
Natalie Ferber
Laura Field
Judith Foreman
Cecilla Forrester
Linda Frank
Berlt Freelln11
Joan Friese!
Charlotte Frost
Jeannette Fukuvama
Ber Della Goldman
Steven Green
Arlene Greenberg
Pamela Greenberg
Debra Hall
Marllvn Hallihan
Bettv Hanson
Marv Harding
Alexander Havass
Patricia Healey
Marv Herdman
Hannah Hershberg
Elaine Hohmeier
Holly Holmquist
Diane Hunt
Ilene · l11larsh
Linda lschkum
Patricia Jegl
Carol Jones
Eva Kaiser
Marv Kane
Pat r ici a Klrpluk
Cynthia Kl ass
Dolores Koller
Shlrlev Komatowskl
C. vnthla Konieczny
Kav Korzun
James Kregg
Rose Krlchlver
Patricia Kuprewicz
Susan Levinson
Madeline Martvka
Peggy Ann Mendak
Rochelle Metcoff
Nancy Michalik
Leslie Miller
Susan M ltchard
Alice Mohrman
Patricia Motyka
Joanne O'Connor
Caron O'Hara
Judith O11ron
Judith Palmer
Robert Parks
Roberta Petz
Carol Pietrzak
Ilene Plnchuk
Carlotta Plzzolantl
C.arol Plennerl
Janice Pociask
Dean Polachek
Mvvrna Polinsky
Susan Prindiville
Anna Przvgoda
Al ice Pslhoda
Helen Ransom
An ita Richardson
Pamela Ritt
Carl Rix
Barbara Rosen
Gale Rosen
Iris Rosenblatt
Sandra Rubin
Peggy Sato
Susan Schl'UI
Virginia Schroeder
Rosalie Schultz
Marv Schuster
Marv Shea
Barbara sh·e rman
Marsha Sidell
JIii Simons
Janet Smith
Sarah Smlth
Bessie Smvrnlotls
Marv Smyth
Nancy Spalla
Helene Starr
Robert Stelter
Janet Stol!man
Helene Stone
Martin Stuck
Miriam Tan11ul
Marietta Tomczak
Rita Torf
Janice Voitech
Jill Wag~er
Kenneth Worrffl
Corinne Warsawsky
Cathleen Whisler
Roberta WIides
Penny Wilson
Linda Winer
Rosemary Xena1ds
Sandy Zeman

Honors
Paula Adler
Michael Allain
Christine Anderson
Violet Anselml~i
Janet Bagel
JUC11lh t:1a 1dwln
Richard Baran
Dav,o Bartlett
l:lonnie l:leaton
Susanne becker
William behin11er
Marilyn l:lelmonte
PhYltis Beltle
Esmer berger
Gail . Berger,
Jalene 1>ernsteln
Caro1e Sers
Maruvnn 1:1evstehner
Burton Bia11k
Stan Blais
Frank 8tatnlck
Katherine l:lobula
Iris l:lrenner
Kathleen Brii:e
Marianne Brucks
Harold Brun
Jane Buckley
Eleanora l:luwokskl
Rli Burdinle
Bonnie Burns
Florenco Burton
Fred Burzawa Bernetta Bush
Nancy Bul,her
Linda Butkus
Jeanne Camber..
Jacquelvne Camodeca
Janice Carl
Margaret Carrey
Anita Caruso
Valerie Ccrc,vski
Anna Chin
Margaret Citro
Rita Citro
Karen Clauson
Betty Clvmer
Patricia Coffey
Marshall Cohen
Fern Coope,
Margaret Couper
Ralph Crome
Margaret Czakai
Maryanne Cumming s
Angeline Czecn
Donelle Da ,.,,,ta
Linda Damato
Richard D~•,id
Josephine De Filippi ,
Nancv De Vries
Marv Cel lello
Patrick Delaney
Marv Demollck
Susan DI Santo
Lucille Dinatale
Christine Dudek
M'arv Duffy
Marlene Oworlanyn
Joanne Eannarino

!:a.ana i ~nner

~usan

t:ngel

Jarn~r c. µnrai m
LVUla

~r iKSOO

Robert

Farnsworth

~~!~c:i
~=fJ.~an
!;ahY ~ie1as
l:laroara

K.a1ndnn
N\dr,1:,1e

t-onder
t-mn

Darlene Kopke
Geraldine Koppel
Fern Kosh
Melinda Kovats
Richard Kowalczyk
M iriam Krduse
Judith Kr~nenber11
Kathleen Krupela
Rhonda Kur.:
Evelyn Lane
Patricia Larso~
James L11to·,1ch
Linda Lebowitz
Chervl Lerch
Rose Llelzo
Barbara Lindell
Cecelia Lindgren
Bonnie Llndland
Jennie L ivengood
Barbara Lofgren
Catherine Loise
Susan Ludwig
Kathleen L •Jedtke
Rose Lulkin
Melodv Lundin
Cllcv LvnctSharon Madison
Jocelvne M•lhack
Linda M3iewskl
Marv Mancusi
Joan Markou
Valdlne Mason
Bernice Mathisen·
Linda Mazer
Garv M~zzerl
Judith MCCioy
Marv McGovern
Doris McKisnsack
Florence .' AcNamara
Chervl Mever
Carol MIiier
Fern Miller
Ilene MIiier
William MIiier
Shlrlev Mitchem
Mvra Molodfskv
Carol Morr eale
Marlene />loser
Doris Mueck~
Patricia Muell~r
Bernadette Musia l
Hannelore Mvllus
Eleanor Nan111e
Susan Nichols
Linda Nicholsen
Marvin Nochowitz
Judith Nol3n
Kathleen Nolan
Victoria Nosal
Loretta Nve
Geraldine O'Connell
Marlivn O' Leary
Janice O'Rcurke
Alexander Oczkowski
Sharon Olson
Barrv Oshroff
Claire Ove
James Paisley
Marllvn Palerno
Nancv Panebianco
Susan Paradise
Samuel Pastorello
Patrick Patt
Janice Pattvn
Robert Paul
Elfriede Per11ams
LIia Petr.rson
Pearl PIitz
Marie Placzek
Shella oePP•JI
Patricia Potts
Christine Prf~a
- Marcia Pustelnlck

t-1sner

Lynn t-ist. man

Marv Qulgl?Y

1::a,s t-ol ~r

Philip Raica
Sava Ranlsavll ievlc
Susan Rapper
Robin Raport
Nancv R ~Ymond
Trudv Reed
Margaret R~ld
Marcia Rex
Renee ~ lckhoff
Gloria Riga
carolvn ;. ~han
Marv Anne Routson
Anne Ruda
Cvnthla Rusin
Julie Rvan
Lawrence Rvchlow!l:I

D01or es r 1e1~chhauer
Daneue t-1rnn

~U~dn t-oreman

Georgia I-ox
J~rnes Freaer1c1,
Susan t'nt,
Gall Frum
Joyce f-ugiel
Laura f-uKada
Lvnn Gaffnev
Baroara Gallagher
Consuelo Gdvtan
Joan Gaza,c
Mane ueobia
Marv Geever
Charlotte Gerke
Thomas Giloerston
James Golliat
Lawr ence Goch
Ravmona Goch
Al ice Goldt,erg
Darlene Go:dberg
Haro,d Goodmeier
Jeanne Goodstein
Barbara Goodman
Laura Gorski
Marilyn Gorvszewski
Claudette Gradl
Barbara Grettie
Diana Grinker
Marilvn Grodecki
W111iam Grundnicki
Irene Ann Gruner
Janet Gunderson
Greta Gusias
Michael Hade
Marv Hall
Catherine H,1mmock
Carol Hau;er
Rcsalvn Helter
Paul Hammerllng
Janice f-ersh
Jaines hess
Marv Hig~lns
Catherine Hollinger
Vivian Hopp
Barbara Horwitz
Marllvn Hunkier
Ronald HYtotf
Christine Jar,kowskl
Barbara Janus
Laurel J11schob
Lois Johnson
Peggy Johnson
Priscilla Jot,nson
Cherri Jones
Vernon Jorgensen
Patrlcl.a Jovce
Kathleen "aczmarel<
Renetta K•czor
Anita K,.,cr
Linda Kai~ri
Diane l(a';sh
Susan K<1~11r
Dorothy Kasprzyk
lleene Katz
Lester Keller
Sharon Keiner
Eileen Kennedy
John Kerwin
Marvann Kevil
Dolores Khula
Katherine Gllak
Patricia Kittler
Janet Klos
Geraldine Knudsen
Joanne KonoPkl

Marv Ann Sabin
Michelle Sander
Anita SaVilS
Robin Schaffer
Martin Schatz
Helen Schui~r
Sandra Smilh
Susan Schwanbeck
Rhoda Schwartz
Heidi Shapiro
Jovce Shoemaker
Mariorie Short
Bertha Shraer
Naomi Siegel
AbbV Sliver
Jean Slrron
Carol Slrrone
David Slng~r
Sherrv Si.,ger
Theodore jkonl>erg
Christopher Smolka
Carol Snobel
Rochelle Sohn
Audrev Spitzock
Joseph Squillacloll
Ann Stachura
Paula StPen
Patricia ~tudhnm
Peggy Steuh',~r
Rita Stulland
Bonita Tao1n
Elaine Uchlvaml
Judy Unger
Joseph Vaccarelll
Ulrich Vodi1
James von 9ruchheauser

CherVI Wachholz
Robert Walde
France~ Wall~r.e
Frledllnde Wnmb~ch
Janet Wasko;v
Ronald Wllf~r
Mich;el Weis~ber3
·fva We!ls
l!larbara Wendling
Elaine· ll'!erth
Francine Westinlckv
Jaunita Will lams
Lvnn Wilton
Jo Ann Wiza
Karen Wohlfeil
Nanci, · Wohlfeil
Alan Woltach
Anne Wolf
Shsron WOll<tV
1Crlstlna Wrrblewsltl
Jerome Va.,off
K~ren z~, o•kev
Adrian Zuckerman
Joseph Zulawskl

Thursday_, June 2, 1966
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Guest Editorial
Courses Urged
Less Education

Editorial

'To Cheat Or Not To Cheat'.. _,
At the end of last trimester President Sachs received many anonymous phone calls and letters complaining about the cheating that took
place during final week. "Enterprising students" were busy studying
for their finals - with copies of the final exams. This has led the administration to form a student-faculty committee to investigate exam
security.

by Burt Bialik

Illinois Teachers College ChicagoNorth is in the process o( transition regarding its curriculum and
expansion. The future will see our
school not only a teacher's college
but a school offering prospective
students a choice of one of several
paths in the Liberal Arts and Sciences.

This commtitee is a positive step in the right direction. We wish
the members of the committee well. But we wonder how effective it
will be. Merely securing exams from student's prying eyes will not
solve the problem. Cheating will still occur.
Psychologists can give us many explanations for the occurrence of
cheating. Students, teachers and school situations have been blamed.
We have heard the explanation that students cheat because the teachers cheat the students. Cheating is like the common cold - we know
what causes it; we don't know how to cure it.
Must we simply take two aspirins and let cheating run its course?
Or are there any effective methods to reduce its widespread occurence?
In a recent issue _of the Saturday Review (May 21), Mr. Virginius
Dabny , editor of the Richmond Times Dispatch, presented some positive suggestions for curbing cheating in scholastic situations. His main
thesis was: honor codes can be an effective tool in the prevention of
Many of us know of boys stationed in Viet Nam and their insatiable
cheating.
need to receive letters from home. Any word at all will help to boost
We have pondered the idea of an honor system or code at ITCC-N their morals. The Interim would like to collect names of many soldiers
for a while. Our first thought was - "it won't work. Students show so from friends here at the school which would enable many of us to do
little respect for school property and laws: how can we expect them our part (regardless how small) to make mail call for th~m less disapto honor a pledge stating that they haven't cheated on an exam?" And pointing.
yet, the more we have thought about it the more we feel that ITCC-N
Probably no one but a veteran would really know how it feels to
should have an honor code. It is not simply because such a code would receive mail while stationed at some foresaken outpost. Some soldiers
curb cheating. We think that the opportunity of working under an honor have been known to just write in for all sorts of catalogs and advertisecode should be given to every college· student.
ments in order to receive some type of correspondence.

Rumors have it that this choice
will be offered in the immediate future. Does this mean in September,
1966? Many students hope so. A student• choosing a careel' in teaching
may change his mind after a year
in college.

At ITCC-N, a student in this situation is forced to take education
c:ourses in order to graduate or earn
a degree , or transfer to another
school He is usually penalized regardless of his decision. If he chooses to remain at the school he must
take 18 hours in subjects he will
never use and reduce the number
of courses he can take in his major
A college education must give students more than a headful of
area of concentration. If he transPlease
help
to
build
up
this
list
of
names
so
ITCC-N
co-eds
can
facts and figures . Growth in knowledge has no value unless there is a
fers to another school he m ay lose
sharpen
their
pencils
and
start
jotting
a
few
lines
to
the
men
in
Viet
corresponding growth in character. The development of a mature sense
Nam. Remember this is not a lonely hearts club proposal, but rather credit hours or have to take added
of responsibility is as important as the mastery of modern math.
required subjects in order to gradan idea to build up their contact with the outside world.
Man has a tremendous capacity for growth in chnracter, but too ofuate.
All names and suggestions will be welcomed in the Interim office.
ten he must. be forced into thi.s growth. If you ask a man to do small
things you get small things as finished products. But ask him to do t h e t - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -..--.-- ...-... -. - - -..-. -..-. - ___- -._,-/ -/!-/',-'\'-,(-'':':-,..-.. A junior or senior transferring
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Special Forces
Needs Recruits

do get there. 'There was
excellent attendance from the members of the Art Club at an AudioVisual discussion on African Art
by Jeff Donaldson, even thought it
was a beautiful afternoon outside.
In view of the fact that this was
such an outstanding commentary, I
would like to suggest that the program be repeated , with more emphasis on advertising for the gener al student body and the faculty
members. P erhaps an activity hour
might work out better than a late
afternoon. In any event it was
heartening to see this kind of cultural opportunity offered our faculty and students. Here's to more
of the same!

We publish the following letter
and reply, It is hoped that the
anonymous faculty member wtll get
the message.
Dr. Charlier,

Your " lnvocatory Faculty Message" was very good , but much,
much , much too long. It should have
been held to less than five minutes .

ality, etc.), The latter becomes a
problem because many colleges and
universities cannot find equivalent
courses for those taken at our
school. Hence , the student loses
credit or must take additional r equ1·red ubJ'e t
s
c s.
Approximately 200 students at
ITCC-N not including the incoming
freshmen, have signed petitions expressing a desire to have a choice
of graduating with or without education courses. This does not mean
that all people signing the petition
do not want to become teachers . It
only means that they would we!-·
come an expanded program which
would give them insurance of graduating at ITCC-N without being
penalized for a change in career.

Who is not familiar with the U. S. Army Special F orcgs or heard
the recording of " The Ballad of the Green Beret." A green beret in
the U. S. Army is worn by the Special Forces Trooper. Do you know
what he stands for?
Sincerely,
Recent events in the ever-changing world picture called for a new
Member of the Faculty
breed of soldier and he is the answer. He is skilled in the techniques
The reply:
of unconventional warfare. Physically hardened and intensively trained
to a degree higher than any · soldier on earth, he stands today on the
Your letter has been received.
frontiers of democracy across the world.
Truly,
Roger H. Charlier
Right here in the Chicago area• backing up the active military units
stationed in Viet Nam, is the 12th Special Forces Group (Airborne),
U. S. Army Reserve, commanded by Colonel Herbert C. Boyer. Headnsuranc;e Xpan e
quartered in Oak Park, the 12th is now seeking recruits who are interCordially yours,
ested in excitement and unusual training. For those who want to beThe Student Health Insurance is
Rose Brandzel
Transferr ing schools in Septemcome specialists in communications weapons, demolitions and mediincreasing its benefits to include inber
takes time and planning. The
cine, this is their opportunity to se;ve with a crack unit. '
tercollegiate athletics with the exstudents
who have signed this peThe Chicago unit has openings for men between the ages of 18 and
ception of football. However, the
36, preferably with prior service in Special Forces or qualified in paraStudent Insurance Plan will not pay tition because they do. aot wish to
chute jumping. Applications are being accepted, however, on non-prior Editors:
for doctor's office visits housecalls, become teachers , plus incoming stuservice personnel.
and miscellaneous tre~tment in. a dents who have not been able to
In reply to Mr. Kreiling's letter hospital as an outpatient. Patients sign the petition, but are of simiYou name it, the Special Forces Trooper knows it - mountain,
lar disposition , urge the Curriculum
jungle and cold weather operatior.s and under water training, Selected in the May 19 issue of the Interim, must spend at least 24 hours in a
Assessment
Board to make the eartroopers go on to learn advance techniques, free fall parachuting and I find it necessary to correct the hospital to collect.
liest possible statement regarding
hand to hand combat.
·
statement " the Student Senate is
Student Insurance will pay for changes in the requirements for
I
Basically teachers, Special forces Troopers bring military and responsible for _th,, distribution of "surgery on an out-patient basis.
graduation.
medical knowledge to people in a potential or active trouble area so funds ." The Studert Senate is not
that they may better defend their freedom against agression.
responsible, it is the Student Fees
Make no mistake about it; qualifyL'lg is rough. But if the job is one
Committee
that allocates funds. The
of the world's toughest, it is not without rewards for those who make
Student
Fees
CommittPe is under
the grade through first measuring up as a paratrooper in Army Airborne.
the jurisdiction of the Faculty, not
MEMBER
ILLINOIS TEACHERS COLLEGE CHICAGO-(NORTH)
More Special Forces Troopers are needed! How about the men at ~he Student Senate.
Vol. 15 - No. 3
Thursday, June 2, 1966
ITCC-N? Please call or write today for details. For further information
Helen Wisliilski,
contact USAR Center, 1011 South Blvd., Oak Park. Or phone either
President of the
Village 8-9650 or 626-2842.
The Interim is published bl-weekly al Illinois Teachers College - Chicago (North) 5500
Student Senate
~.. St, Louis Ave., C.hicago 25, Ill. Letters to the editor must be signed. We reser;e the
Frank H. Klecsben, Jr.
t - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' right _to condense letters when necessary. All published opinions are those of the Interim
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Correction

Captain, Artillery
Recruiting and Enlistment Officer

ed1tor,al staff and do not necessarily reflect the official views of the college.

Notice

Students may pick up the papers
from last semesters SHP III classes (Dr. Ellis) in room 318 on Tuesday, June 7, from 10 a. m. to 1
. m. This will be the only oppor- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 . . w i i t y to pick your papers up.
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Calendar of Events
June 2
Thursday
Movie "China"

Dl13

I.SA
June 3

modern dance arrangement by the
officers. along with several piano
and voice solos were among the
featured entertainment. A highlight of the day's program was a
dance routine performed by Laura
Fukuda and her mother. Mrs. Zimwas the sorority's guest of honor.
Like to Frug? Watusi? Barracuda? Then join the college crowd at
an open-air dance concert a go-go
at Thi!lens Baseball Stadium (Devon and Kedzie), June 3. From 711 p. m. "dance under the stars"
to the music of The Vy Deis, The
Aristocrats, and The Foursakens.
$1 tickets may be purchased from
any sorority girl. The sorority office is located at E-220.

Friday

PHC Splash Party
June 7

iiliiii

9:45 A.M.
11:00P.M.
12:55 P.M.
2:00P.M.
3:lOP.M.
1:00 P.M.

Auditorium

Tuesday

Student Senate
June 9
Thursday
Latin American Music Program
PHC Fun-Nite - Faculty vs.
Students Softball Game

Gym

7:00 P.M.

Ano

10:00 A.M.

Little Theater

6:30-10:00 P.M.

Gym

June 10
Friday
"The Physician in Spite of Himself"
by Moliere
sponsored by the Stageplayers

1:00 P.M.

Library

8:30 P .M.

June 11
Saturday
"The Physician in Spite of Himself" Library
Spanish Club Art Institute Tour

8:30 P .M.
10:00 A.M.

Student Sketch

Frank Collins
by JoAnn Pareti

"1 feel that anybody that doesn't
participate in extra- curricular activities is passing up a chance of
a lifetime." The author of this
statement is Frank Collins, ITCCN's answer to "Boy Wonder." Now
in his sixth trimester, Frank has
a Jong list of activities to his credit. Heading this list of interests is
the field of sports. He is a member
of the Physical Health Club, has

uous activity doesn't even dent his
store of energy, for as the saying
goes "all play and no work, makes
Frank a poor boy," so this student aid can be found working in
the library 15 hours a week.
Frank further extends , himself,
much to the advantage of the Interim, as one of this paper's reporters.
One of the reasons for this varriety of activities is Frank's strong
desire to meet people. He feels
that being active in college is " the
only way to go."
Before concluding the interview,
Frank voiced his opinion and made
his selection for the college's new
name. His choice is ITCC-N. As you
can see he likes it fine this way
and doesn't understand why it
should be changed at all.

Students gather around the ~able to see the results of their ef-

Spanish Club

forts in l:iatist and tie-dyeing at a recent meeting of Assemblage. Mr. Don St:. Cyr Toups gave a demonstration at the May
25th meetfng of the club.

Assemblage Art Club
If you had walked into room F109
of the Art Wing, Wednesday, May
25, between 3 and 5 p. m ., you
would have been greeted with brilliant displays of Batik, Tie-Dying
and Tie-Bleaching!
Don St. Cyr Toups, Chairman of
Marshall High Art Dept. , presented
a demonstration in these techniques
and then immediately involved the
entire group with individual pieces
of their own. Fortified with all the
preliminary instructions, and having watched Mr. Toups perform the
sequence of actions , each member
in the audience confidently set

11

tie-dye, tie-bleach and Batik, but
they outdid themselves! Soon astonishingly creative and beautiful
pieces appeared - accompanied by
oohs and aahs when held aloft for
all to see. Every member in the
group also had the opportunity to
add to the design of the Batik in
the making, which Mr. Toups offered as a group activity to mark
the occasion.
Batik and tie-dying are both "resist" processes in fabric design
and coloring. In the Batik process,
the design is brushed onto the material with melted beeswax. Then

W e a r e now programm i n g our

thir d improve d se ri e s o f o·ate•
lin e Electronic Reseorch , progrommed fo r women oges 18
to 4 5, a nd me n 18 l o 55 . The
gre at re sp o ns e to se ries o ne
& tw o has cre ated o ne ed fo r

·

conti nu o u s m a t ch i ng . A new

e x p a nde d program with en rollmen t fee reduced to $3 .00
for adul ts ages 18 to 27 , and
$5 .00 fo r a du lts over 27 .

been on the basketball team, and
is on the recently formed Tennis
Stnd for Your Questiona irt Today Team .
Na Obligation, Stmt11t ConfidtnCt
(I. to r.) Bonnie Beaton, President of Assemblage, Don St. Cyr
In addition , for the last five of
'Toups, Chairman, Art Department, Marshall High School, Dorhis six trimesters at school, he has
Name
othy Burdine and Tyrone Foster, students at Marshall High.
been on the Bowling League, workAddreu
ing hard as league president for
Zip Code
Stale
City
out to be a textile designer. Once the material is dyed . The waxed
two of these trimesters. His love
DATELINE ELECTRONIC
again was proven the formula that portion remains unchanged. In tieof sports · even extends outside of
RESEARCH INC.
school, he plays baseball on two
"learning is 90 per cent doing!" dye , tie-bleach process, the materP.O. lox 369, Chlcogo, Ill.
60645
park and two church leagues.
Students, friends, and faculty of ial is gathered and tied tightly
For Add. Info Coll 271-3133
Being wound up in all this strenITCC-N not only learned how to with string. Then the material is
. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .·-dyed or bleached. Those portions
of material tightly tied remain unchanged.

588-9850

588-9365

~,.,
II

STANDARD

ALVAN'S STANDARD SERVICE
Tune-up • Brakes Relined • Car Wash • Tires • Batteries
Grease Jobs • Wheel Balancing • Mufflers • Accessories
Towing • Complete Road Service

4000 WEST PETERSON
CHICAGO ILL
,

•

h00 I

Bring rour._car in on your way to sc
•
We'II drive yo~ to school and pick you up when your car is ready

------------------------------------------11

Mr. Toups has exhibited his
work at several Art Shows, and
some of his pieces with him, as
well as some pieces done by the
Marshall High students. Mr. Toups
was assisted by Dorothy Burdine
and Tyrone Foster, both students
at Marshall High. This demonstration was arranged by the Assemblage Art Club of ITCC-N.

Sorority
Mother's Day was a little late
this year, at least according to the
Lambda Sigma Alpha sorority calendar. May 15 found sorority girls
playing hostesses to their moms
during the annual Mother-Daughter luncheon at the Black Steer
restaurant. Amid the afternoon festivities , the talents of various sorority sisters were displayed.

A

Once again the Spanish Club has
planned entertainment and excitement for its members. On Thursday , June 9, 1966 at 1:00 p.m. in
the Little Theatre, the Spanish Club
proudly presents Alicia Jimenez.
Mrs. Jimenez is a professional Cuban singer now residing in Chicago.
Mrs. Jiminez will present a special
musical program which will be a
real treat for all students an(! faculty. HOPE TO SEE YOU THERE !
ON SATURDAY. June 11, 1966,
the Spanish Club will meet at the
Art Institute at 9:45 a.m. for a special guided tour of the Spanish Art
now on exhibit at the Art Institute.
The tour will last one hour and the
club will then have lunch at thE Institute. All are invited to attend!
Saturday, May 21st, several students and fac ulty members attended a luncheon at Stouffers for The
American Association of Teachers
of Spanish and Portuguese. A good ,
time was had by all. Our congratulations to Mrs. Valeska Najera of
the ITCC-N Spanish faculty who
was elected secretary of the Chicago Chapter of the AATSP.
Sunday, May 29, Spanish Club
members attended the Argentine
play : " En familia" at the 11th
Street Theatre.
At the regular Spanish meeting
on May 12th, the officers for the
September to June term were elected.
The newly elected officers are:
Mary Anne Routson , president,
Karen Zavoskey, vice president·,
Elfie Christiansen. secretary, Barbara Janus, publicity chairman,
Bill Carson. treasurer.

Fraternity
Do you have any old textbooks of any vintage - that you would
like to give away? Sigma Kappa
Epsilon is collecting used texts to
send to a seminary in India, under
Rev. Emmanuel Pallikunnen from
Kerala State, India. The seminary
would like to create a library for
its students and is badly in need
of books. Because of the climate
only hard cover books are requested. If you have any books
bring t,hem to Activities Office.

Political Science
ALL STUDENTS WHO ARE
INTERESTED IN JOINING A
POLITICAL SCIENCE CLUB
ARE INVITED TO ATTEND A
FORMATIVE MEETING ON
THURSDAY, JUNE 9 AT 1:00 PM
IN THE A-LOUNGE
THOSE WHO CANNOT ATTEND
THE MEETING ARE
REQUESTED TO LEAVE A
MESSAGE FOR TOM HEBEL AT
THE STUDENT MESSAGE
CENTER
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New Faculty Announced

Faculty Sketch

Mr. Richard
Norton
by Pat Brieschke ·
Only one thing mattersThat wherever we go
And however we go
We hear
The Music
of life.
(Fontane)

Pag~ Five

T h e I n t. e r i m

New Faculty
In order for everyone to become
acquainted with the new faculty
members, we intend to become
familiar with them, beginning with
this issue.
Our Northern neighbor Miss
it up as part of the physical en- Elizabeth Crane of Adams, Wisconvironment also. He announces, "I sin, formerly attended Platteville
have to listen to it every day-it's Teachers College and the Universilike food and water."
ty of Wisconsin, and has since beIndeed, music is truly ingrained come an instructor in the field of
within him (anyone succeeding Library Science. She has worked
him in the cafeteria line will inev- in various schools in Wisconsin,
itably be serenaded by his mel<¥fic and has served as Heal Reference
hum!). Within a year Mr. Norton Librarian in Michigan and Illinois.
hopes to have finished his disserFrom New Phila., Ohio, comes
tation, "The Chamber Music of comes Mrs . Charlotte Cacharilis,
Guiseppe Torelli" ("and obscure, an instructor in the field of Library
uneventful composer of the 18th Science, who attended Miami of
century), and someday to study at Ohio and Western Res., Cleveland.
the University of Bologna (after She has had experience at the Case
he learns Italian) • Thrilled with Institute of Technology in Clevemusicology, he will begin teaching · land; her other experiences include
(as head of the department) at the being married and having three
University of Illinois, Chicago Cir- ch~Jren , and also is a member of
cle, in September.' Of the. 20,000 the North Shore Urban League.
music teachers in the United
Spanish Majors will especially
States, the University of Illinois welcome their fftient instructor,
has made a fine selection!
Senor Edgardo Pautigos·o, of AreA love for knowledge is not con- quipa, Peru. His training includes
fined to one field , for Mr. Norton Coker College, S. C., and Pfeiffer ,
carries his enthusiasm into non- s. c. He has had teaching experirelated areas of endeavor, for ex- ences in Davids<m, N. C., Chapel
ample dictionary reading! "Where H"ll
1 , N . c . , an d th e u. of c . A memelse can you find Salamander next ber of Sigma Delta Pi, he has
to Saltorello" he exclaims. Gour- traveled extensively through Ecuamet cooking, raising cats and dor, Honduras, Cuba and the Unidogs, and horseback riding are ted States.
just a few of the wild pastimes of
. bring Dr. Nancy Arnez,
June will
this enthusiastic, unique man. an Assistant Professor in Inner
Above all, however, Mr. Norton's City Studies, originally from Baltimain ambition is to own a piano,
Md
d
a harpsichord, and a picture by more,
· She has atten ed Morgan State, and Columbia UniverFranz Hals ·'

A happy heart is the basic baggage necessary for the journey
through life. But .a happy heart is
open, sacrificing, giving, questioning, searching :...... its compartments
are infinite.
Mr. Richard Norton, part and
full time music instructor at
ITCC-N for the past three years,
carries a happy heart - he hears
the Music of life - and what he
h e a r s he must communicate
through the most exciting media,
teaching . An idealist in spirit, Mr.
Norton finds teaching "the most
exciting thing I've ever· done!"
Through this media he is able to
reach out, jabbing a few alienated
minds with the finger of inspiration. Those who know Mr. Norton
as a teacher have been able to
witness the joy he takes in communicating and the contagion of
his excitement. He offers you the
opportunity to see- life through the
sharpened insight of music. Having been singed with renaissance,
_ those who seize the chance at
growth are able to hear The Music
of life.
For Mr. Norton believes that
Because " teachers are only exmusic is part of man 's emotional
environment. To hear him speak tensions of students," Mr. Norton
of this, his first love, one would has achieved a marvelous comconsider the possibility of chalking munique with his students, for

' - - - - - - - - - - - - ~...
with all the sophistication of teaching, he has not lost the wonder ful
joy of learning.

sity Teachers College. She has
taught in various schools in Baltimore, is a member of Pi Lambda
Theata Honor Society, and still has
time to win poetry awards.
Come September, we will welcome Mr. Charles A. Anderson, as
Instructor of Music, formerly a
student of Juilliard and Sherwood
Schools. Although Mr. Anderson is
from the Deep South (Birmingham), we feel that he is well acquainted with the Midwest, having
taught at the University of Illinois,
Northwestern U., and the Chicago
Conservatory.
Another September arrival will
be Nicholas Boukidis, an Assistant
Professor of Matli. Born in Evanston, Ill., he has attended the hometown college, Harvard, and the
Carnegie Institute of Technology.
He has taught at Northwestern
University, the Universities of California and Pittsburgh, and Rose
Polytechnic Institute. His organizations include Sigma Xi, Tau Beta
Pi, and Phi Eta Sigma. Fellowships: Harvard U. Grad School,
California Institute of Technology
and the University of Chicago. He
is married with three children; he
has a l s o traveled extensively
through Greece , Italy, Spain, Portugal, Canada and Mexico. ·

New Advisory
JTCC-N has a new staff memberMiss Barbara Ann Behrendt. Miss
Behrendt is both a personal and
a cade m1· c a d vis
· or an d is
· presen tlY
a part time assistant in the Academic Advisement Office in the G
wing.
Although Miss Behrendt
maintains a counselling position
here, her background includes a
bachelor's degress in education
from the University of Miami and

her Masters Degree for Educafional
Psychology and Guidance from the
University of Chicago. When asked
what her first impressions of our
school were she replied "It's moving, it's going places"; and with
this goes a standing invitation to
the entire student body to come
into the office whenever we want
to. "I hope students will always
feel free to come into the Office of
Academic Advisement (G 136-37)
to discuss any difficulties they encounter which may act as a hindrance to their achievement at
ITCC-N," she replied.
Miss Behrendt is a welcome assistance to the overworked Miss
Mccreery and Mrs. Raymer as the
student population is rising fast and
it is hard for them to help all of
the students all of the time. " I am
delighted to be working with Miss
Mccreery and Mrs. Raymer of the
counselling staff and I am participating with much enthushsm the
fall trimester when I shall b~ working here full time."
The Academic Advisement Office
urges that all probationary students
who have not yet seen a counsellor
to do so at once. Appointment
sheets are available outside the office for student convenience.

ILLINOIS TEACHERS COLLEGE- NORTH

Announcing
Apprenticeships in Technical Theatre
Availahle to:
• Incoming Freshmen

• Undergraduates
• Graduates
Awards:
• From $500 to $1000
per annum
• For Applications Contact
STEWART HOCH-Gl38 - X206

Apprenticeships Are in:
Technical Direction

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Production Coordination
Lighting
Costuming
Set Design
Set Construction
Business
Publicity

Application Deadline_;._June 15, 1966
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Weather Word
by Jeff PrOl'DS

Not only will June 1966 bust out
all over, but the thermometer may
do a little splattering of its own.
June will spawn a couple of short
but substantial heat waves. The
first will occur rather .early in the
month beginning on the 4th and
lasting through the 6th.
Temperatures will be on the
warm side (yeah) in June, and although this is statistically the wettest month of the year, rainfall will
be slightly below normal (3.78").
The predicted statistics for June
1966 follows:
Temperatures: 69.8 degrf'es (1.'5
degrees above normal). ·
Precipitation: 3.67" (.11" below
normal).
All weather predictions for June
1966 were made exclusively on
May 24, 1966.
The picture in this article is of
Cirrus clouds. These clouds are often called "mares' tails." They
form at about 25,000 feet or higher,
and they are composed of ice crys-

tals. These clouds appear delicate,
fibrous, and look silky and soft.
They are often beautifully and brilliantly colored at sunrise or sunset.
If they precede a warm front,
the temperature will begin an upward trend. Except rain or snow in
12 to 24 hours only if they thicken
and lower, otherwise fair weather
will exist.

The following predictions were
made on May 24• 1966, and they
cover the period from June 2
through June 15, 1966.
Any lingering showers on June 2
will end by noon. Sunny skies will
be the order of the day (at least
most of the day), and temperatures
will be pleasant.
, Temperatures will rise slightly
on the 3rd. Sunny skies will •prevail as the mercury climbs above
73 degrees.
Here comes the heat! Air-conditioning systems · will receive a
workout on June 4th, 5th, and 6th.
Temperatures a r e expected to
drive up above 88 degrees on all
three days! The humidity will increase throughout the period, and
a thundershower may develop at
any time during the period.
Chicagoland will be dipped into
a puddle of water as rain falls in
either the 7th or the 8th. Temperatures will decline after the storm,
to below 53 degrees by night.
Sunny and very enjoyable weath•
er will enter the area on the 9th,
10th, and 11th. Ah the beach!
More showers and thundershowers will rake our region on June
12th or 13th• and the thermometer
will dip after the rain.
June's brilliance will bust out all
over again . as the themmometer
does a slow turn to above 76 degrees during the period of the 14th
through the 15th.
The final statistics for June 1966,
will be in the next artiicle.

tian religions which prevailed
against the "heathen" imagery by
the former and the use of "idol
gods" by the latter. Since the emergence of independence in the 1950's,
the new nations of Africa have been
attempting to revitalize and preserve their traditional art. Working
with a small nucleus of traditional
sculptures, they are now reconstructing their heritage and culture
in art forms.
With less emphasis on the context in which the works were created, Mr. Donaldson called attention
to the art itself. He pointed out the
universality of the art form that
lends itself to evaluation in specific
sculptural terms, as opposed to
evaluation along general cultural
A rare opportunity presented it- aspects of the work. This approach
self for ITCC-N students and facul- differs from an interpretation of the
ty, May 18, at 3:00 PM in the audi- art form from an ethnological or
torium, when Mr. Jeff R. Donaldson anthropological point of view.
of the Art Department lectured on The striking "modernity'' of trathe "Traditional African Sculpture: ditional African Art is quickly recThe Survival of an Art Form."
ognized today. However, the Cubists
Concerned in the main with sculp- and the Fauves of the early 20th
ture of the nations of West and Cen- century saw in African Art the extra! Africa, Mr. Donaldson's lecture pression of some of the same ideas
was highlighted with over 50 col- they wanted to convey in their work
or slides of diverse examples of - such as the sublimation of reatraditional African art.
Jistic proportions to the total impact
The "miracle" of traditional Af- of the work. Such expressions are
rican Art is in its survival despite reflected in the work of Picasso and
four hundred years of ravage and Matisse, as well as in the sculptures
plunder.
of Jacques Lipshitz and Henry
Historical background includes an . Moore.
English punitive expedition of 1897 This lecture was arranged through
which sacked, burned and then took the efforts of the Assemblage Art
out between 2500 and 5000 pieces of Club, who also sponsored the tea
art from Benin in Nigeria. Also in and reception following the lectnr"
effect during these 40.0 years was Programs and place mats using a
the common practice of carrying traditional theme of African Art
off art pieces from the Conti- added color and atmosphere to the
nent. Further depletion was due to occasion.
Charlotte Frost
the influences of Islamic and Chris-

African Art
Highlighted

SUMMER JOBS - CHICAGO
Available for MATURE college and high school girls. Survey-type
assignments for girls with good personality. Also ideal for housewives and teachers. Some assignments available now. Phone Mrs.
Baum coMect in Chicago at TA 3-6676 or write the Gracious Lady
Service, Inc., 1819 Kennedy Blvd., Philadelphia, Pa. 19103.

Ushers Needed

VOTE
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Sports Life

About P. E. Majors ...
. by Harry Rossi

Sports Shorts - Barbara Wendling, co-captain of the Cheerleaders,
informs me that cheerleading tryouts will be held sometime in September. Also, she said, there will be a reduction in the number of cheerleaders with a possibility that a porn porn squad will be organized.
June 21 is a big day for the ITCC-N athletes because it is the date
.of the first annual sports banquet. Awards will be presented to the
various athletes and cheerleaders.
The ITCC-N golf team will belong to the Chicago Collegiate Golf
C~nference in 1967. Other schools in this conference are University of
Chicago, DePaul, Wheaton, University of Illinois (Chicago Circle),
Illinois Teachers College South.
The golf team finished sceond in its latest meets, being topped only
by St. Mary's College. The members of the golf team and the position
they play are: 1. Bob Dorer, 2. Rich Lau, 3. Jim Banner, 4. Jim Hess,
5. John Berquist, 6. Jim Marshall. We would like to wish the members
of the team and their fine coach, Mr. Charles Kane, continued success.
For quite a while now I have been thinking about something which
has been discussed by students on campuses all over the nation. The
question is: Can a college maintain high academic standards and still
field teams in intercollegiate sports? Most of the people on the negative side of this argument feel that the students who participate in these
sports are muscle bound know nothings who usually end up as Physical
Education majors just barely getting through. Also some of the students here feel that with increased intercollegate sports activity the
school could turn out to be a football factory whose main objective is
to have a winning team.
First of all in answering them, I must say that I have hung around
the gymnasium enough in the last three years to know how the P . E.
department operates. I also happen to know that the P. 'E. majors
course at this school is no snap and ll.nyone who plans to breeze through
as a P . E. major will have a rude awakening very quickly. A course is
only as good as the people who have planned it. Well, our P .E . staff
has spent long hours in planning a varied and comprehensive program
for the students who are interested in this field, and I'm sure none of
the staff has any intention of watering down their program to carry
an incompetent athlete through school. For these reasons, I don't think
we have to worry about our school turning info a football factory. Some
of the finest schools in the country have carried out fine athletic programs and also maintained high academic standards. We have only
to look at Northwestern U. for proof of this. Finally, the type of athlete
that most of the anti-sports Gtudents seems to be worried about aren't
usually attracted to a school like this. They usually find their way to
many of the schools in the south that have low academic standards and
usually have ricn old alumni who are willing to support athletes for
the l lorr ~f ~ood olg_ Dixi~..
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major courses, forced electives in- imagination and a capacity for
sympathy and compassion, and a
to the upperclass years.
"In the past, the student went value on reflective and disciplined
window-shopping after he h ad thinking. Only then can Union Colmade his purchase of a major lege retain its leadership in higher
field," President Martin said. "In education.
Schenectady, N. Y.-(1. P.)-Union College will sweep away all so- veying an extensive body of infor- the freshman year, college is a "There is a risk in change, for
called "distribution" requirements for general education next year, sub- mation about the topic studied, but new, rich experience, and that is none of us can prove conclusively
stituting a comprehensive program for all the college's 1,400 students. rather will seek understanding of when students will profit from the that a new curricular pattern or a
Gone with the traditional distribution plan will be most introductory the various models of inquiry. ·
new academic calendar will promaximum freedom to · choose."
' survey courses, the customary rigid study plan for the freshman year,
Where freshmen courses tradi- The new program also cuts the duce the -gials we seek. Yet, .there
the package approach to an undergraduate specialty or "major," the tionally have thelargest classes in proportion of undergraduates time is an equal risk in standing still.
two-term academic year, and the semester-hour system of computing most colleges, the new program studies from about 80 pe rcent to 60 "Union College has reached a
credits for graduation.
sets 15 as the enrollment for a devoted to the major and related point in its history when it must
experiment, when it must re-em"Du~ing the past year om· facul!y examined all the d~vice~ we use freshman section in comprehensive per cent or less.
1
in teachmg college students," President Harold C. Martm said in an- education.
With the disappearance of the phasize its particular strengths
nouncing the new program. ''We are simply changing all those which
On this freshman-year base, de- freshman survey courses, most de- and rectify its weaknesses, when
. seem to us to contribute little. Liberal education is widely described as tailed studies will be continued in partments will offer several intro- it must demonstrate the vitality
an anachronism in the Age ,>f the Specialist. We don't believe it.
·'options" courses in the sophomore cluctory courses, each covering in which a senior private college can
"We do feel, however, that too many undergraduate liberal arts and junior years. While all students some detail a specialized topic rally-when it mus~ make the purcolleges, including ,our own, have suffered from intellectual sclerosis. will take the same two courses as within the larger field and each suit of excellence significant to the
Tradition, which should serve as the base on which we build, has all too freshmen, the next two years will having its own sequence of follow- individual."
often been used as a substitute for critical analysis of our functions and provide choices. The one generai, up courses. Students will combine - - - - - - - - - - - - our methods."
Waiver
though not inflexible, requirement sequences to form a major.
Like most colleges, Union has reis that students majoring in human- · Thus a student preparing for
quired that a student "distribute" nine courses in each academic year ities or social sciences take their graduate work in genetics might Announced
a certain number of his courses in to wide-ranging exploration. The sophomore and junior "options" in take four basic courses in biology Bd. Of Governors
fields of study other than his ma- academic load will consist of three the areas of science, and engineer- but combine advanced work in
jor. In most instances, the student courses in each of three terms. ing, and vice versa for students genetics and biochemistry to form
The Board of Governors of the
met the requirements by taking a Credit will be computed on the majoring in science or en engin- his major. The student preparing State of Illinois has approved a tuivariety of introductory courses basis of courses rather than class- eering.
for medical school might take the tion waiver plan for the six schools
purporting to survey an entire room hours.
same four biology courses but add under its jurisdiction.
field-course which also served as
In humanities and social sci- In the senior year all students physiology to biochemistry for his
This plan going into effect in the
prerequisites to "majors" in the ences, for example, the student will will come back together for anoth- upperclass program.
fall, will cover tuition (not student
er
round
of
common
courses.
"We
several fields.
Students will also be permitted to fees).
use a set of central readings as a
"F-0r a variety of reasons," point of departure for an examina- hope," President Martin s a i d, substitute r~levant courses from
Each school will receive seventy
President Martin said, "the intro- tion of concepts of freedom and "that each senior will find that his other departments in their major
waivers
the first year, and another
undertaking
of
his
special
field
has
programs, with the approval of the
ductory survey is no longer a very authority. Instructors in the freshseventy
the next year and so on
been
informed
by
his
broader
studuseful tool. For students in the man course-usually two to each
department involved.
field, it frequently does little more section-will lead topical inquiries ies, and that all students will now
" We are all aware of the critical until a total of 280 are in use on
than repeat work already done, into specific problem1-;: examining find it possible to communicate period through which the smaller each campus.
Students who display talent in
and done increasingly better, in such questions as the relationship with each other on a fairly sophis- private colleges in this country are
secondary schools.
now passing," concludes the spec- such fields of extra-curricular activof Thomas More and Henry VIIl ticated level."
"Moreover. the very term 'sur- through the works of playwrights,
Elimination of the distribution ial report on curriculur revision, ities as music, drama, art, journavey' is inaccurate. In virtually historians, biographers, and phil- program will give the freshman released last fall by the Committee lism, and athletics will receive a
every field the amount of essen- osophers.
several elective courses, permitting on Curricular Affairs. "Thus, it be- waiver which 2mounts to $40 per
tial, basic material has long since
In the second course, science and him to explore various fields of in- comes increasingly important that quarter for each student.
exceeded what can be taught in technology, freshmen will study terest, including engineering, as he the College delineate its curricu- In addition, it has been anone course."
the nature of the atom and the selects a major. The former sys- lum in a manner that leaves no nounced that ITCC-N is now able
The new Union program of "com- concept of biological evolution as tem , which required most fresh- room for doubt about its commit- to start an enrollment of foreign
prehensive education" will require models to scientific investigation. men to take English, history, math- ment to an educational pattern students, to total one per cent of
all students to devote two out of Neither course will aim at con- ematics, and other stipulated pre- that places a premium on wisdom, the entire student population.
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Need a Checkup?

Sick and Tired?

Make an appointment to see

"The Physician"

•

the Library

''THE PHYSICIAN IN SPITE OF HIMSELF''
.

'

By Molie-re - (Morris Bishop Translation)
FRIDAY & SATURDAY

FRIDAY & SATURDAY

JUNE 10th and 11th

JUNE 17th and 18th

8:30 P.M.

8:30 P.M.

Single Admission $1.25
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Pat's Points

scribed as a 'reliance on stereotypes and cliches.' A fr iend refers to
it as the 'hardening of the categories .' I encourage you to keen wondering, searching , inquiring . .. . ,
·
·
Thinking requires practic~. Why are we so afraid ? We camouflage
our mistakes , whitewashing our prejuctices in an armchair philosophy.
"COFFEE HOUSE ~ENDEZThinking requires something of the Bolshevik Self-Criticil'm. We must
by Pat Brieschke
examine critically what we've done in life , and with life, thus far, so VOUS ," a color documentary film
depicting a new nationwide youth
as not to make the same mistakes.
"What a piece of work is a man! how noble in reason!
All men are potential thinkers (for we are possesson, of "infinite movement. was premiered Wedneshow infinite in faculties! in form and moving how express
faculties") . Once at a Chrisdan Leadership Seminar I heard Douglas day. May 11 , at YMCA headquarand admirable! in action how like an angel! in apprehenHyde (former communist and n.ews editor of the Daily Worker in Lon- ·ers , Chicago. This 28-minute film
sion how like a god! the beauty of th e world, th e paradon) describe a certain Jim Smith. Poor •Jim was a frail, dissipated , hows how teen-agers have initiatgon of animals!"
young wreck who stood up amidst hundreds of tough , rugged thinkers. ed a revival of the old-fashioned
From that first cryst allized moment I read Shakespear's exalted stuttering, "I want yyyyou ;ttto mmmmake mmme into a llleader of coffee house. This new-style coffeedescription of homo sapiens, 1 felt a little differently about him. Before mmmmen ." Dedicating himself to thinking, reasoning, evaluating trhly house differs~ from the traditional
he was just a man; after, he was a ..:_ man.
his potential and weakness , Jim was made into a "leader of men." in that it may be home-based (with
Isn't it great to be a man, and not a chair, or a fish? To be able
The science of change is an exciting and tremendous thing. Think- gathering places in family baseto think, to reason, to wonder; how infinitely joyous! To be able to de- ing is change. lt carries us fr cm error to correction, frcm negativism ments) , church-based ( with gathercide, to Will, to love; how wo nd rously miraculous! Being a real man, to positivism, from falsehood to eventual ultimate absolutism (an after- ing in church halls) , or campushowever, entails a bit more sweat from our quasi-man mind s th an we THOUGHT - thinking may leave us floundering in the whirlpool of based, as well as in urban. ~uburnow give. Perhaps we might place concentration on more prescriptive unconclusions and broken , jagged pieces of ideas - for the non-truth ban or inner-city areas. Another nothoughts and b~havior, rather than the elegantly descriptive meander- _ truth dichotomy may not even exist) .
table difference is in the clientele
ings of Shakespeare.
With a sense of oneness with all mankind, let us adopt the truly - the trend is toward "clean and
Lenin wrote : ·· "Theory without practice is sterile, practice wi th out integrated combination of theory and practice . . We are thinkers. Let cr.mbed."
theory is blind." Evidenc.e s of this sort of "sterility" and "biindness" us practice.
·
Featured in the documentary film
flaunt themselves in all the world's alleyways of unaware man . I n - . . . - - - - ' = - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
fectous and ranting like an ugly wee, confined to no specific. culture,
the disease seemingly blossoms more fully and freely in North America than in the rest of the world (the culture is prepared with more
forethought and the conditions gullible for growth) .
If our theory of man breathes nobility and goodness (and it must ,
Want to see a farce? The Stage of the entire production is Head
if deducted from accurate 0bservation) meaningful practice of these Players, Illinois Teachers College Costume Designer Joyce Loots and
traits necessarily follows. Above and beyond all else, man is a think· theatre company, is producing one. Assistant Judy Fuhrman. It will be
ing being. Ah, the specific trait which drives our theory to tter steril• It is Moliere's The Physician in up to them to see all actors are in
ity!
Spite of Himself. This production is the costume that not only fits the
Do we realize the magnanimous potential feats of the mind when due to premiere on the weekends of period , but the type of character
engaged in the integrated , combination of theory and practice? The June 10-11 and 17-18 in the library the actor is to portray.
Bolshevik Revolution of 1917 forever impresses m e as typifying this on campus.
If these two intrinsic elements of
truly exciting integration.
Presenting Molier e in the libr ary production are successful and the
We are thinking beings (so follows our theory). Ther efore , we must poses several unique challenges for actors directed by Shirley Sluizer
think. More alive now than ever in the history of the world , the Age set designer J ur is Gra udins, a are up to the challenge, this very
of Reason challenges and threatens man to think , to r eason , to ques- graduate student whose main coll- possibly can be one of the finest,
tion . In reference to the "search for truth," a friend of mine wrote in cern will be to transform a twenti- productions ever put on by the
Charlotte Frost
a Jetter, if you will continue and intensify this search " you will avoid eth century libr ary into a seven- Stage Players . Come and judge
an illness of age (first symptoms normally appear about age 21 with teenth century F rench setting. for yourselves.
is the YMCA-sponsored "' Why? "
possibility of a chronic condition setting in by age· 25 ) generally de- Working perhaps on the key aspect
Dan Kahn a coffee-house run by students of
Wright J r . College at 5912 W. AdJison. The "Why?" has a creative
writing class and dr ama class with
regularly scheduled programs of
' 'poetry " on Wednesday nights ,
" dr am a" on Thursday, "jazz" on
Friday and "folk singing" on Saturday nights.
The coffee-house now serves a
q1ew function in our society. It freJquently includes high-school studen ts ; it breaks down the "nonin'volvement" of an urban-centered
ieollege ; and it may also ( as in the
~ommunity of Chestnut Hill , Penn. )
~corporate within it an employfnent center. Perhaps its greatest
illttribute is that it offers "conver, ation."
CLASS SCHEDULE
Would vou like to cut in half-or even less-the
• ''INTERIM office has a few copReading Dynamics lnstitute-180 North Michigan Avenue
tin1c it takes to do ,·our class reading assignn1ents,
Jes of the 45-rpm record with music
Wed . June 29-9:30 a.m., 1:00 p.m.
and understand tl;cn1 1nore?
from the soundtrack of the film . .
Thurs . June 30-6 :30 p.m.
You can , as more than 225,000 others have done, by
Fri. July 1- 9 :30 a.m.
l(f you are interested in a copy Sat. July 2-9:30 a.m ., 1:00 p.m.
taking the Evelyn Wood Heading D y n:imics course that
CRATIS - leave your name with
Tues . July 5-6 :30 p.m .
guarantees to at least triple y our readmg speed or fully
Wed. July 6 -9 :30 a.m., 1:00 p.m ., 6:30 p.m .
pur office. ( If we have more names
Thurs. Ju ly 7-6:30 p.m.
refund Yotir tuition. N ext cla sses start week of J une 29
than records, we'll draw straws.)
Fri. J uly 8-9 :30 a.m.
in Chic.ago, Evans ton , Oak Park, and Gary , Indiana.
Sat. July 9-9:30 a .m., 1:00 p.m .
11\James must be in before our next
Mon . July 11-6:30 p.m.
The full schedule is given b elow.
Tues . July 12-6:30 p.m .
~eadline, June 8.
WHAT DOES THE COURSE COVER? HOW LONG
Hotel Gary-Gary, Indiana
C:harlottt> Fro~t
Wed . June 29-9:30 a.m., 6:30 p.m .
IS IT'? Cla sses are he ld once a week for 2½ hours over
Sat. July 2-9 :30 a.m., 1:00 p.m .
an ei.,ht-week period. Some of the subj ect s covered inSat. July 9-9:30 a .m.
Mon . July 11-6:30 p.m.
cludt how to read more than one word at a time; how
Tues. July 12-9:30 a. m.
to read without hearing or sayin g the words; how to
North Shore Hotel-Evanston, Illinois
stmh for a test: and how to remember what you read.
Wed . July 6-9:30 a.m ., 1:00 p.m.

Why? A .
Coffee House?

What A Piece Of Work ·
Is A Man!

Stage Players Present Play
June 70-11 And June 17 -18

... at Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics Institute

Our average graduate
reads at least 4.7 times faster
than his starting speed
and understands more!

WHERE CAN I ATTEND A DEl\IONSTRATION
OF THE COURSE? Free one hour demons trations are
bein" "iYen the week of June 20. A full explanation of
"' "'
. accomp 1·1s I1es 1s
. covere d . i ou 'II
the course
and what It
·
also see filmed interviews with Washington Congressmen who ha,·e taken the course. Times of the d emonstrations are listed below.

,r

free demonstrations
IN CHICAGO

IN GARY
IN OAK PARK
IN EVANSTON

at Sheraton-Chicago Hotel, 505 N. Michigan Ave.
Mon. June 20-12 : 15, 5 :30 and 8 p.m.
at Reading Dynamics Institute, 180 N. Michigan Ave .
Tues . June 21-12:15 p.m.
at Palmer House, State and Monroe Streets
Wed. June 22-12 : 15 p.m .
·
Thurs . June 23-12 : 15, 5 :30 and 8 p.m.
Fri . June 24-12:15_p.m. ·
at Hotel Gary , Gary, Indiana
Tues. June 21-5 :30 and 8 p.m.
at Oak Park Arms, 408 S. Oak Park Ave.
Wed . June 22-5:30 and 8 p.m.
at North Shore Hotel, 1611 Chicago Ave .
Fri. June 24-5:30 and 8 p .m.

''WIIE:\ DO :\E:XT CLASSES START? Classes will
be "iYen throu.,hout the summer at four locations. The
,-ta~ting date,- for June and Jul~- are shown in the next
t·olumn. To obtain date,- of other classes. fill out the
coupon or call Heading D~·namic5 at 78:!-9787.

Thurs. July 7-6:30 p.m.
Sat. July 9-9 :30 a .m.
Oak Park Arins-Oak Park, Illinois
Thurs . July 7-6:30 p.m.
Sat. July 9-9:30 a.m.
Mon. July 11-9:30 a.m ., 6 :30 p.m.

For more information, call

782-9787
From o ut side Chicago
call collect

t"'••clip and mail coupon

Gt: ARA.'.\TEE: Our a,·erage
"raduate read s 4.7 times fa s te r .
\\~e " Uarantee t o refund vour full
tuiti~n if you do no t ·at least
triple ~-our reading .. fficiency
after att e ndin o- all cla sses and
prac ti cin g one h o ur daily. Headinrr effi cie ncy is based on a combi~ation increase of rate and
compre hen sion- not speed alone.

•••••••••••••••••~•-•••••••'I

EVELYN WOOD
READING DYNAMICS INSTITUTE
180 N. Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60601

D
D

Please send me additional information
Please enroll me in following class : _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

We will call to confirm your choice and answer any questions
you may have.
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Phone _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State & Zip Code _ _ _ __

~-------------------------~---------------------------------------~-·

· The INTERIM needs the servi·
ces of many people. One of
our staff members is Annette
Pulizze, who does some of the
cartoons and art work. If you
tan write, draw, type, or work
on layout and would be interested in working on the newspaper please come up to the'
Interim office and talk with
one of the editors. Even if you
have had little or no experience in journalism we can use
your services.

